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availability of extraordinarily bright femtosecond ultraviolet sources

is rapidly extending the study of atomic responses into an unexplored regime

for which the electric field strength is considerably in excess of an atomic

unit. As this regime is approached, experiments studying multiple ionization,

photoeljsctron spectra, harmonically produced radiation, and fluorescence all
£

exhibit}.strong nonlinear coupling. Peak total energy transfer rates on the

order of ~ 2 x 10~4 W/atcm have been observed at an intensity of - 1016 W/cm2,

and thet-removal of an electron from an inner principal quantum shell has been
i

demonstrated in xenon. Measurements of the radiation produced by the high

field interaction with the rare gases have revealed the presence of both

copious! harmonic production and fluorescence. The highest harmonic observed
L:
i.

was the; seventeenth (14.6 nm) in Ne, the shortest wavelength ever produced by

that means. Strong fluorescence was seen in Ar, Kr, and Xe with the shortest

wavelengths observed being below 10 nm. Furthermore, radiation from inner-

shell etcited configurations in Xe, specifically the 4d95s5p •*• 4dlo5s manifold

at - 17.7 nm, was detected. The behaviors of the rare gases with respect to

multiquantum ionization, harmonic production, and fluorescence were found to be

correlated so that the materials fell into two groups, Be and Ne in one and Ar,

Kr, and Xe in the other. These experimental findings, in alliance with other

studies on inner-shell decay processes, give evidence for a role of atomic

correlations in a direct nonlinear process of inner-shell excitation. It is

expected that an understanding of these highrfield processes;-will enable " .the generation of --stimulated- emission -in the x-ray range. nmm
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The availability of an ultraviolet laser technology[ 1,2 ] capable of pro-

ducing subpicosecond pulses with energies approaching the joule level in low

divergence beams at high repetition rates has made possible a new regime of

physical studies concerning the behavior of matter at extremely high field

strengths[3,4]. With this new experimental means, electric field strengths on

the order of 100 (e/a§) should be attainable. It is expected that atomic and

molecular systems will respond in unusual ways to such strong perturbations.

Furthermore, it is believed possible that an understanding of these physical

interactions may provide a basis for the generation of stimulated emission in

the x-ray range[3] by direct, highly nonlinear coupling of ultraviolet radia-

tion to atoms.

Figure (1) illustrates the parameters of the physical regime, in terms of

pulse intensity (I) and pulse time scale (T) , that characterize our experimen-

tal studies. It is seen that ultraviolet laser technology[5] will extend the

range of physical study a considerable distance into the une^lored area, a

zone associated with field strengths far greater than an atomic unit and time

scales that are advancing toward an atomic time xa. In addition, at the

wavelength of 248 nm, intensities above I c - 5 x 1019 W/cm2 will cause strongly

relativistlc motions to occur[6] .

In recent times, it has been conjectured tiiat fundamentally different

atomic motions may be driven under such extreme conditions of irradiation.

Indeed, it has been suggested[3,4,7-10] that ordered many-electron motions of

outer-shell electrons could" lead to enhanced rates of_ coupling from the

radiation field to an atom. ~Ur order to study the conditions necessary for
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this" atomic response to occur and to determine the influence of-possible

damping mechanisms, the properties of ion charge state distributions! 11,12 J,

electron energy spectra[13], and harmonic radiation[14] produced by irradiation

of atoms with intense ultraviolet radiation have been previously investigated.

In the present discussion, the new experimental results concerning the radia-

tion produced in the nonlinear interaction will be emphasized. Information on

earlier studies concerning the ion and electron distributions is thoroughly

l.
documented in references [3,4,8,11,12,and 14] and associated citations.

I
I
i-

II. Experimental Findings !

A. Ion Charge State Spectra I

The basic process under study is the collision-^ree mechanism

NY + X -»- X3+ + qe~. ji (1)

In the study of ion production under collision-free <ianditions[ll,14], a

recently developed KrF* (248 nra) laser system[2] which produces pulses having a

maximal energy of - 23 mJ with a pulse duration of - 0.5 ps was used. The

focusing system used produced a maximum intensity of - 10 1 6 W/cra2 at 248 nm in

the experimental volume. The ion charge state spectra were determined with a

tirae-of-flight spectrometer after the ions were extracted fran the focal volume

with a static electric field.

A summary of the overall results for the rare gases[ll,12,14] is contained

in Table I. As this compilation shows, Ar, Kr, and Xe exhibit comparable

maximum charge states and corresponding magnitudes of energy transfer, values

which are in marked contrast to the two lighter materials. A change in the

behavior, at least in terms of the cross section for jo^srgy transfer leading to

ionization, appears J» occur between Ne and Ar." ~ "~ :—
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In XST- ionization is observed which involves the removal of an electron

from an inner-shell, specifically a shell with a principal quantum number lower

than that of the outermost atomic electrons. As illustrated in Fig. (2), this

is clearly demonstrated by the detection of Xe 9 +
( an ion that indicates ionization

of the 4d-shell. In addition, the xenon* spectrum gives an average energy[15]

transfer of - 130 eV, a value corresponding to an effective" average cross

section for the nonlinear interaction on the order of < 0 >av - 4 x~ 10""21

cm2. The observation of Xe9* implies the presence of a peak energy transfer

rate on the order of ~ 2 x 10~4 W/atan.

B. Photoelectron Energy Spectra

Photoelectron energy spectra[4,12-14] for process (1), recorded under

collision-free conditions, provide information complementing that given by the

measurement of ion charge state distributions. Commonly, the observed electron

spectra consist of a characteristic pattern of interwaven above threshold

ionization (ATI) ladder line series. As an example, the electron time-of-

flight spectra from argon irradiated with a 248 nm, - 0.5 ps laser pulse, at

different peak intensities, are shown in Fig. (3). At laser intensities too

low for the production of higher charge states (e.g. - 1014 W/cm2), the

principal ATI-ladders leading to the production of Ar+ in the 2P°/2 and 2P§/2

ground raultiplet states (which are resolved in the spectra at higher resolu-

tion) are readily observed up to the fourth ATI order. At higher laser

intensities, new lines appear at - 3.5 eV and ~ 4.5 eV together with correspon-

ding higher order features which can be related to the formation of multiply

ionized species. A general feature x>f the electron spectra^bserved in the

rare gases is the appearance of relatively energetic "electrons with energies up

to a maximum of ^ 250 eV~Erneon, - 200 eV for xenon, and ~ 120 _eV for-argon.
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these were observed in the laser Intensity range, spanning frcm 10 1 5 W/cm^tcr

1016 W/cm2.

C. Generation of Radiation

, The nonlinear interaction, in addition to producing the ions and electrons

indicated in reaction (1), can lead to the generation of radiation. In our

experiments, we observe the presence of two mechanisms leading to the produc-

t tion of radiation in the extreme ultraviolet range. They are (1) harmonic
r
[ generation, a parametric scattering process, and (2) the fluorescence of
i

• excited states.
!
[ The experimental arrangement used to conduct the studies [18] of the radia-

| tion oroduced is illustrated in Fig. (4). A 20 cm (f/10) focal length lens

[

j; focusses the 248 nm radiation into a target gas supplied by a modified Laser-

j, technics pulsed valve supersonic gas jet. With this optical system, the

• maximum intensity in the focal region is estimated to be - 10 1 6 W/cm2. The gas

i jet is mounted 10 era in front of the entrance slit of a 2.2 meter grazing

| incidence spectrometer (McPherson model 247) equipped with a 600 I/ran gold—

coated spherical grating blazed at 120 nm. Radiation produced in the focal

volume enters through a 100 um slit and is dispersed to a position sensitive

detector which is mounted tangentially to the Rowland circle of the spectro-

meter. The resolution and accuracy of the spectrometer-detector system are

typically 0.1 nm. The mounting of the detector allows the observation oi

radiation between 5 nm and 75 nm. The detector consists of a single stage

micro-channel plate with a phosphored fiber optic anode. The detection of the

photons is achieved "by relaying the image of the phosphor screen through a 36
mm Nikon lens-to an optical multichanneJranalyzer. Since the detector: could

not directly see~^he~248 nra radiation of the laser, D Q filter was vised to
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suppress the background fundamental-radiation. Noise subtraction was achieved

by determining the background with the gas jet valve closed. The pulsed gas

valve, which was modified to allow a backing pressure up to 1000 psi, was

typically operated at 600 psi with a pulse repetition rate of 2 Hz. Background

pressures in various parts of the apparatus are indicated in Fig. 4. The laser

was focused to a position a few hundred microns above the nozzle tip which, has

a diameter of 0.5 ran and a throat depth of 1 mm. The estimated gas density in

the interaction region was - 3 x 1018 cnT3.

1. Harmonic Radiation. The scattering mechanism

ny(a)) + X -»- (n«) + X , (2)

arising fran the nonlinear nature of the atomic susceptibility at high field

strengths, leads to the generation of harmonic radiation[19]. In the electric

dipole approximation for a spatially homogeneous medium, it is well known that

n is restricted to odd integers. In these initial studies, all of the rare

gases have been used as target materials.

Previously, with radiation at 248 nm in pulses of - 15 ps duration, 35.5

nm radiation was produced as the seventh harmonic[20]. In our experiment,

conducted at a maximum intensity of - 10 1 6 W/cm2, harmonic generation was

observed at considerably higher orders, particularly in the lighter materials

He and Ne. In addition, it was also found that the signal strength fell rather

slowly as the harmonic order increased. For example, in our experiments in He

with 248 nm pulses of approximately 1 ps duration, the intensity of the ninth

harmonic was approximately a factor of fifty below that of the fifth, a finding

that contrasts with the earlier work[20] which showed a decrement of several

hundred between adjacent ordersj. Table II~summarizes the-maximum harmonic

orders and corresponding wavelengths-observed 'in-t&e~~xare gases.-
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On the basis of the observed scattering power, it was possible to estimate-=_

the cross sections o n corresponding to reaction (2). Table III contains the

specific values for He and Ne. As an example, the coupling strength shown for

the thirteenth harmonic in Ne represents an efficiency of energy conversion of

approximately 5 x 10~~H.

Interestingly, the data contained in Table II indicate that; a significant

change in the harmonic scattering properties occurs between Ne and Ar, the same

point at which the energy transfer rates for iohization appeared to change
i

character. Basically, He and Ne, materials wirh relatively low rates for

energy transfer and ionization, generate i*irmon£cs copiously, while the

opposite relationship holds for the heavier atoms Ar, Kr, and Xe.

The shapes of the spectra of the harmonics! for He and Ne suggest a role

for multiply excited states in the nonlinear interaction. In both cases, the

envelopes of the harmonic spectra exhibit abrupji: changes in regions correspon-

v

ding to energies for which doubly excited levels ere known to be present in the

i

neutral atan. In He, this occurs for n - 13 (~;65 eV), a spectral region rich
i

in doubly excited configurations[21-28]. For Nfe, the corresponding position

occurs between n = 9 and n = 11, above which doubly excited states have been

measured spectroscopically. In addition, it is known that a specific neon

doubly excited state, [2p4(%)3d(%>)4p1P°, 442,700+100 cm"1], connected with a

dipole allowed transition to the neutral neon ground state exists[29] exactly

at the excitation energy (~ 442,800 +.500 cm""1) corresponding to eleven 248 ran

quanta. Such a state could produce a resonant enhancement in the generation of

22.6 nm radiation. Higher multiply excited states could have a similar

influence on the production of harmonics for n > 11 in Ne. We note that this"spectral region ~ih__neon has been recently examined "in the study of resonant
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~~ enhancement of-^photoelertron satellltes[30],-:r~ -,_=

2. Fluorescence. Electronicaiiy exeitedrlons coulc_be- produced directly

by process (1). Oollision-free photoelectron spectra[13] of xenon have expli--

c.L tly demonstrated the generation of excited electronic levels for both Xe 2 +

and Xe^+
r but only of the ground state configuration. In general, if" a strong

radiative channel is available for decay, a sensitive and selective means for

the observation of electronically excited products (X<2+)* is by the detection

' of characteristic radiation. In the current studies, fluorescent emissions
r
I from orbitally excited ions of Ar, Kr, and Xe have been observed. A region
I
I of the xenon spectrum mar the seventh harmonic is illustrated in Fig. (6),
f.

i" No emission of any kind, other than the harmonic lines, was observed in He

! and Ne.

[ Table IV summarizes the main properties of the observed fluorescence. In

fc all three cases, a large number of emissions were seen. Although specific

', identification is often possible, as shown by the examples given in Table IV

| and Fig. (5), a considerable fraction of the measured transitions cat mot be

associated with the known spectra of any ionic charge state. It seems pos-

sible, particularly in light of the discussion above on the harmonic spectra,

that multiply excited levels could account for seme of these ancmalous spectral

features. Presently, the information on the properties of such states,

particularly for ionic spectra[45], is quite meager.

Fran a comparison of the data shown in Table II and Table III we see that

the harmonic production and fluorescence are anti-correlated. Specifically,

fluorescent emissions are only seen from atoms that are relatively poor

generators of harmonic^ spectra, and the best materials for harmonic generation
exhibit~no fluorescence. Moreover, the change in the behaulor occurs between



Ne and Arr a division that matches that discussed in relation tô  the lonizat-ion

- rate- -©*e strong f luorescers are consistently the-materials that exhibit high

energy transfer rates in the studies of collision-free ionization.

The identified transitions in the spectrum of Xe7+, as shown in Table IV,

clearly indicate the presence of two basically different electronic configura-

tions. Orve involves transitions occurring from excitation of the 5s electron.

The other involves excitation of the 4d-shell giving rise to configurations of

the form 4d?5snp. This latter result does not come as a complete surprise,

since ionization of the 4d-snell was clearly, seen in the studies of ion

formation. The corresponding 3d excitation in Kr7+, however, has not been

identified, although a 3d94p -* 3d10 (11.5 nm) transition characteristic of Kr84"

appears to be present. We will comment below in Section III on a possible

mechanism for excitation of the 4d-shell in xenon.

The currently available data do not unambiguously specify the mechanisms

leading to the excitation of the radiating ionic levels. At least three

different possibilities exist. They are (a) a direct atonic mechanism which

leads to an excited ionic state, (b) recombination, and (c) collisional

excitation by energetic electrons in the plasma. For the former, reaction (1)

is revised to read

NY + X •*• (X3+)* + qe~, (3)

or, if a short-lived intermediate state which autoionizes to the final state is

involved, the process can be represented as

NY + X •+ (X^i+J** + qxeT (3a):

L-> {y&+)* + (q-qjje- . (3b).
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In principle, the two paths given by process (3) andjreaetions (3a) and (3b)

are distinguishable for a given (X3+)* level by the distribution of energy

among the q electrons that are released. These processes are pranpt in the

sense that they are generally expected to occur on a subpicosecond time scale.

Recombination[46] and collisional excitation, for the conditions of this

experiment, would occur at a much slower rate. • T ->r <z — 10, a plasma charac-

terized by a thermal energy of - 35 eV, and an electron density -Pe ~ 3 x 10
18

L
cnf3, the recombination time[47] is approximately 600 ps. Future experiments

i

utilizing an x-ray streak camera will be performed to distinguish these

mechanisms. (

It is of interest to determine, en t$e basis of the experimental data,
i-

what the equivalent cross section Op is assuming that the radiating excited
f

states are generated by the direct processes (3) and (3a)/(3b). This can be

accomplished by comparison of the signal for fluorescence to that observed for

harmonic generation. Specific cases are given in Table V. Finally, frcra the

comparison of the ion data, which gives a;value for energy transfer <cr̂ jy.>av,

the harmonic data, which establishes on, and the fluorescent emission giving

°p, we find that the general ordering of these quantities is given by

^Ny^av > °F > °n <n > 7> " <4>

and that

- 5 X 10"5 . (5)

III. Discussion

Tfie experimpnt-e nr\ ion production and on radiation hoth

excitation and ionization of a 4d electron in xenon. Normally, with irradia-

tion at 248 nm, t±ie 4d inner-electronwould be shielded-from the external
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field[48,49rB/ the outer 5s and 5p subshells. Therefore,_direct coupling of

tiie^radiation—field to the 4d-shell is not expected to be significant in the

neutral atan. Such excitation can occur, however, by an indirect

process[9,48]. For joenon, it is well established, particularly from photo-

ion i ration studies involving multiple-electron ejection[ 50-55 ], that the 5p,

5s, and 4d shells exhibit substantial'inter-shell coupling[56] and behave in

a collective fashion in a manner resembling a single supershell[57]. Sane
t_
i

corresponding information on Kr is also available[58]. \:
i

These intershell couplings provide a basis for the excitation of-atomic

inner-electrons through radiative interaction with the outer-shell electrons.

To explore this point, we consider the single-quantum double-ionization
f

process [53-55] in xenon i

f
Y + Xe(4d]05s25p6) + Xe2+(4d95s25p5) + 2e~ j. (6)

which has an estimated[54] threshold energy of - 90 eV. This two-electron

I
process, which represents a significant fraction of the total absorp-^

tion[54,55], specifically demonstrates the correlated removal of a

with one from the 4d shell. Therefore, by analogy, this would appeal

electron

to admit

the possibi l i ty of nonlinear processes of the type

NY + Xe(4d105s25p6) + 2Ce2+(4d95s25p5) + 2e~ (7)

for the neutral atom and corresponding channels of the form

NY + Xe3+(4d105s25p3) -»- Xe5+(4d?5s25p2) + 2e~ (8)

•for—ions-in. which the choice of XeS+^simply-serves-^as-an example. —fh-this

picture, <jiv» to the stroncflStershell coupling, i t should be possible_ta7
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produce jthfi. same exitr"channels it sufficient energy is available from the

ultraviolet field. In the single-quantum reaction„(6) this_energy requirement^

is met by having a frequency sufficiently high so that the quantum energy

exceeds the threshold. In the raultiquantum process (7) the energy needed is

furnished by having an intensity great enough so that the energy of nonlinear

coupling to the atom surpasses the threshold value. Processes (6) and (7) are

fundamentally similar in the sense that additional channels arise when the main

physical parameter governing the reaction, either frequency in the former or
r

intensity in the flatter, is sufficiently large. Indeed, since 5s and 5p

electrons in such processes are expected to behave similarly[54], a particular

possibility is (

i
i

NY + Xe{6+(4d lo5s25p) ->• Xe7+(4d95s5p) + 2e~ , (9)

I

a process that yields the specific excited state generating the 17.7 nm

radiation listed ;ln Table V. Therefore, the existence of multielectran

processes, which arise as a consequence of the strong intershell coupling,

lead naturally, bjy a nonlinear analogue, to the excitation of the experimen-

tally observed raiiating level.

We observe that there is, in principle, no reason to exclude reactions

similar to processes (6)-(9) which have greater than two electrons in the final

state. Due to the continuous nature of the electron distributions when two or

more electrons are produced, however, measurements of photoelectrcn energy

spectra[13] will tend to be insensitive to their presence.

In Section II.C.2, it was stated that the atomic number dependence of

(a) the energy transfer for icnization, (b) the-harmonic production, and (c)
._ the fluorescence, simultaneously exhibits for these three phenomena a clear-
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correlation reflecting significant changes lit behavior-between Ife and Ar. With"

respect to the comparison of the generation of the harmonic radiation and the

fluorescence, a simple graphical picture is presented. Fig. (6a) represents

the generation of harmonic radiation. The vertex E denotes the classical

coupling of the intense incident radiation to the atomic electron, and V is the

atonic potential. The nonlinear motion of the driven electron in the atomic

potential causes the production of the harmonic radiation. We note that the

potential V can be viewed quite generally. It can, for example, arise from a

steep gradient in plasma density, a situation corresponding to the circum-

stances under which strong harmonic production has been observed in plas-

mas^] . In cases for which V represents a hard short range potential, high

order harmonic radiation is expected.

If the potential V is replaced by a system with internal structure so that

excitation becomes possible, we obtain the first piece of Fig. (6b), the

inelastic counterpart of Fig. (6a). The second piece of Fig. (6b) denotes

fluorescence producing the quantum y' through the spontaneous transition B + C.

Therefore, in Fig. (6a) the energy flows from the Incident wave at frequency o»

into the harmonic spectra, while in Fig. (6b) tlie energy flow is channeled into

fluorescence through internal excitation of the scattering system. In this

picture the internal propagator in the first piece of Fig. (6b) represents the

complex intra-̂ atcmic couplings discussed above. The diagrams in Fig. (6a) and

Fig. (6b) can be readily generalized to tie many-electron case. Experimental-

ly, the behavior of He and He seems to conform mainly to the process shown In

Fig. (6a), while for Ar, Kr, and Xe the response appears to correspond more

closely to the mechanism lllustrated-ln Fig. (6b). " ~
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IV. Conclusions

The availability of extraordinarily bright femtosecond ultraviolet sources

is enabling the study of a wide range of new nonlirear phenanena. Although the

exploration of these phenomena is just beginning at relatively low intensities,

on the scale of - 1016 W/cm2, it has been shown by studies of collision-free

ionization that the rate of energy transfer can be extremely high (-0-2

rnW/atcra). Furthermore, the removal of an electron from an innert principal
L
r

quantum shell in xenon has been demonstrated. [

Measurements of the radiation produced by the high field interaction with
I.

the rare gases have revealed the presence of both copious harmonjic production

and fluorescence. All materials produced harmonic radiation ana the highest

harmonic observed was the seventeenth (14.6 nm) in Ne, the shortjest wavelength

ever produced by that means. Strong fluorescence was seen only in Ar, Kr, and

Xe with the shortest wavelengths observed being below 10 nm. Radiation from

iiuer-shell excited configurations in Xe, specifically, the 4d96s5p -•• 4d1P5s

manifold at - 17.7 nm, was detected. !

The behaviors of the rare gases with respect to multiquantua ionization,

harmonic production, and fluorescence were found to be correlated so that the

materials fell into two groups, The lighter materials He and Ne, although

generating high order harmonic radiation, produced no fluorescence and shewed

significantly weaker coupling for multiphoton ionization. The heavier group,

composed of Ar, Kr, and Xe, behaved oppositely. These latter materials are

relatively poor producers of harmonic radiation, exhibit strong fluorescence,

and are-characterized by strong coupling for ionization by nultiquantum.

processes. - - :__ — - ^
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The experimental findings of these studies, in combination-with-other

works on inner-shell decay processes, give evidence for a role of atomic

correlations in a direct nonlinear process of inner-shell excitation. If such

a mechanism is present, it is expected to be a general property of the heavier

atoms in the periodic system and, perhaps, a prominent characteristic of

actinide species such as uranium. There is the expectation that an understan-

ding of these high-field, nonlinear processes will enable the generation of

stimulated emission in the x-ray range.

\
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7Tlble_-i-—compilation of the maximum ionic charge state qmax observed —

- — and the corresponding mrnimnfi^energy transfer required to produce

q for the rare gases under collision-free conditions with

irradiation ̂ at •»» 10 W/cm2 with a wavelength of 248 nm and a

pulse width of 450 +_ 150 fs. The energy values are derived from

the calculated ionization potentials given by Carlson, et. al.15

and the atomic data tabulated by C. E. Moore^ and S. Bashkin and

J- O- Stoner, Jr.17

MATERIAL

He

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe

MAXIMUM IONIC CHARGE
STATE qmax OBSERVED

2

4

8

8

9

MINIMUM ENERGY
TRANSFER TO
PRODUCE q^jj (ev)

79

224

627

544

630
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Table II: Summary of harmonic production observed in the rare gases with

248 nm radiation at an intensity of ^ 1016 W/cm2 and a pulse
length of *\» 1 ps.

MATERIAL
MAXIMUM
HARMONIC ORDER n

WAVELENGTH OF
MAXIMUM HARMONIC (nm)

He

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe

13

17

7

7

9

19.1

14.6

35.5

35.5

27.6

Table ill: Values of harmonic scattering cross sections an for He and Ne

observed with 248 nm radiation at an intensity of ^ 1016 W/cm2

and a pulse length of 'v 1 ps.

MATERIAL •

He

Ne

HARMONIC SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS Ofi (cm 2 )

°5

^ 5 x 1 0 ~ 2 5

- «v. 2 x 10" 2 ^

°11

^ 1 0 " 2 8

•v* 2 x 1 0 " 2 8

°13

^ 5 x 10" 2 9

-.> 2 x 10~2 8

°17

^ 7 x 10~29
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Table IV: Main properties of the- fluorescence observed frorrJVr, Kr, 'and.Xe.with

248_nmlEa.diation_at. an intensity of

Of "u 1 pS.

W/cm -̂and a pulse length —

MATERIAL ARGON KRYPTON XENON

Ionic Charge
States Observed

4+, 5+, 6+,- 7+ , 8+ , 8+

Wavelength Range
of Emissions (nm)

12.(5 - 47.1 9.9 - 45.3 9.8 - 48.1

Typical
Identified
Transitions

7+

4f -* 3d

7+

5p -»- 4s

7+

6s -»• 5p

7+
4d105s

Unknown
Emissions Many Many Many

References 17,31,32 31,33,34,35,41,42,44 36,37,38,39,40,43

Table V: Tabulation of observed cross sections Op for fluorescence assuming

that excitation occurs by the direct processes (3) or (3a)/(3b).

MATERIAL

Kr

Xe .

aF(cm2)

'- 2 x 10" 2 5

~ 2 x 10" 2 5

SPECIES

Kr7+

Xe7+ /

TRANSITION

5p •+ 4s

4 d 9 5 s 5 p •*• 4 d 1 0 5 s

WAVELENGTH (nm)

18.2

17-7
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. (1): Conditions of irradiation achievable with high brightness subpico-

second ultraviolet sources. Relatlvistic notions will be prominent

above the Gcmpton intensity 3^. The anticipated range of conditions

that can be studied is shown in relation to an atomic field strength-

and an atomic time (xa).

Fig. (2): Region of the ionic time-of-flight signal recorded at an intensity r

of - 10 1 6 W/cm2 in xenon with 248 nm radiation and a pulse length of [_

450 + 150 fs which specifically illustrates the presence of Xe9*. j-

The peaks in the signals correspond to the distribution of known r

xenon isotopes. i,
t

Fig. (3): Photoelectron time-of-flight spectra for Ar produced at different •

peak intensities with 248 nm radiation and a pulse length of

- 0.5 ps. Jt

Fig. (4): Schematic of pulsed gas jet and spectrometer assembly used in

studies of emitted radiation.

Fig. (5): Bnission spectrum of xenon near the seventh harmonic (354.9 %)

illustrating the characteristic emissions observed with the 248 nm

radiation at an intensity of ~ 10 1 6 W/cm2 with a pulse length of

- 1 ps. In addition to the harmonic line, the 6s •*• 5p doublet of

Xe 7 +, two lines from the Xe6* 5s6s •+ 5s5p 3Si •*• 3pj manifold, and

two unidentified features are shown.

Fig. (6): (a) Diagram representing the generation of harmonic radiation.

(b) Diagrams representing the inelastic counterpart of (a) involving

the "production of excited states and subsequent fluorescence.
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